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Abstract: In this article the authors present advantages and
disadvantages of different types of distributed generation power
sources compared to the power industry. Both economic and en-
vironmental aspects are taken into consideration. There is also
a short review of the current state of distributed energy market
and the future developments in trends. In this paper different
types of distributed energy sources, such as: sun, wind, geother-
mal energy, biomass, biogas, syngas, etc., have been considered.
Authors pay special attention to efficiency, flexibility and relia-
bility of each source. A closer look was taken at power piston
engines which are expected to become more important in the
future generation systems.

1. Introduction – distributed generation and power industry

Distributed energy covers a wide range of small-scale, decentralized power technologies
for producing electricity and heat for local purposes. Distributed generation is defined
as an energy source cooperating with power distribution systems (up to 110 kV)
or supplying local consumers. Usually a single distributed energy source generates
between 50 – 150 MW (Dziamski et al., 2011). Taking the power source into account,
distributed energy sources can be divided into four groups:

• Micro-distributed generation: ≈ 1 W<5 kW,
• Small-distributed generation: 5 kW <5 MW,
• Medium-distributed generation: 5 MW <50 MW,
• Large-distributed generation: 50 MW < 1̃50 MW.

There are two main classes of distributed generation technology:
• Technologies which use fossil fuels as an energy source – mainly natural gas

in piston engines, gas turbines and fuel cells. Usually this type of heat engine
simultaneously generates useful heat – it combines heat and power (CHP).
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Fig. 1. Danish electric power infrastructure (a) centralized – 1985; (b) decentralized
in 2009 (Agency, 2014).

• Technologies which uses renewable energy sources to produce heat (solar collec-
tors, geothermal power stations) or electricity (small water power plants, wind
farms, biomass and biogas power plants, photovoltaic systems).

On the other hand, in the power industry, electricity is produced in large-scale
power plants, which are usually placed near fuel resources. In general industrial
power plant produce from 100 MW up to 22,5 GW (Three Georges, China). About
85 % of global electricity is produced by power industry. About 80 % of it is produced
from fossil fuels (coal, fuel oil and natural gas).

2. Advantages and disadvantages of distributed generation and

power industry

Comparison of distributed generation and power industry indicates some advantages
and disadvantages for each type of power generation. Most of them depend on both
the size and the type of power source. However, some of them are common only for
distributed generation or power industry.

2.1. Distributed generation

Implementation of distributed generation significantly changes whole energetic system
characteristic. The main advantages of this process are:

• Local power sources – using many local power sources instead of several big
ones reduces transmission and distribution losses and also transfer infrastructure
costs;

• Different fuels – thanks to many different types of distributed generation power
sources it is possible to use locally available fuels. Thereby, there is no need of
long distance transportation of fuel;
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• Modular structure – most of distributed energy power sources can be easily
connected into one bigger power source;

• Environmental friendly – by using renewable energy sources distributed genera-
tion can decrease or even eliminate greenhouse gases emission and thus decrease
electricity costs (no need of paying CO2 emission penalties);

• Small investment expenditure – most of small distributed generation power
sources are relatively inexpensive and can be financed by small companies or
investors instead of governments and corporations;

• Increased reliability – using a large number of small, independent power sources
significantly increases reliability of the whole energetic system;

• Combined heat and power – local power generation means convenient use of
both electric and also heat energy and reduces transportation needs;

• Black-out resistance – in case of shutdown of one distributed energy source there
is no risk of a black-out (other energy sources can take over its load). Moreover,
availability of small standby generators helps to reduce the costs of black-outs;

• Local market development – using locally-produced fuels like biogas or syngas
helps to develop local markets.

The main disadvantages of distributed generation implementation are:
• External conditions dependent – distributed power plants which use renewable

energy sources, like sun or wind, are very sensitive to weather conditions. On
the other hand, wave or hydroelectric power plants can be placed only near
rivers or seas which are often located far from electricity receivers;

• Low power quality – due to external conditions dependence most of electricity
produced by distributed energy sources has low quality (power and voltage
fluctuations);

• Complex power grid connection – because of low power quality most distributed
power sources cannot work as standalone power generators and have to be con-
nected to a power grid (which is often very complex and has a significant impact
on the whole energetic system);

• More difficult to control – large number of small power generators forces using
smart grids to control power requirements and output.

2.2. Power industry

Power industry is still the main source of electricity with more than 85 % of global
energy production (World Energy Outlook 2013, 2013). The main advantages of this
type of energy generation are:

• High, constant efficiency – while most of distributed power sources have effi-
ciency of less than 35 % (Efficiency in Electricity Generation, 2003) (except
hydroelectric which reaches 90 % (Hydroelectric Power, 2005) combined cycle
turbines can reach efficiency greater than 60 % (Langston, 2012). What is more
important, its efficiency is independent of localization and external conditions;

• High electricity quality – due to independence of external conditions large power
plants works stably for most of the time and produce high quality electricity;

• High unit power – using high power units increases concentration of power which
is sometimes necessary.
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Disadvantages:
• Large investments – power industry requires large investments which cannot be

achieved by local communities, but only by corporations or governments;
• Necessity of fuel or electricity transportation – the traditional system requires

extensive transmission and distribution apparatus that typically uses 6 – 7 %
of all electrical power transmitted (Lawrence and Middlekauff, 2003).

3. Different types of distributed generation

Fig. 2 shows power ranges of different types of distributed generation power sources.
About 90 % of households and 60 % of homesteads requires less than 10 kW of electric
power. Power industry, based on steam or gas turbines, which often generate more
than 900 – 1500 MW, has a problem with proposing flexible solutions to individual
recipients and its business model is based on economies of scale.

Fig. 2. Typical power range of distributed generation power source (Dziamski et al.,
2011).

On the other hand, proper use of different types of distributed generation helps
to create small, flexible power sources based on local resources. They can easily fulfill
the needs of different recipients among which three groups can be distinguished:

• individual consumers – households with the required power source up to 10 kW;
• farms and small companies with the required power source up to 100 kW;
• local communities – villages and medium-sized companies with the required

power source up to 10 MW.

Below there is description of various types of distributed generation power sources
which takes into account the requirements of different groups of recipients.

3.1. Wind Farms

Wind power is one of the fastest growing sectors of energy industry. Today’s wind
turbines are manufactured in a wide range of both vertical and horizontal types. In
the past few years offshore wind farm market has significantly expanded, because
offshore wind resources significantly exceed onshore ones. What is also important,
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Fig. 3. Electricity demand in Denmark (blue) and wind power output (red) from 01
January to 23 January, 2010 (Klimstra and Hotakainen, 2012).

wind turbines built on seas are not subject to localization restrictions as land ones are.
On the other hand, offshore wind farms require higher outlays and energy transmission
over long distances.

Because of wind turbines power output dependency on actual wind speed, they
cannot work as standalone power sources. Including wind turbines into a power grid
causes several problems such as power and voltage fluctuations. Another problem
is flickering which induces adverse human health effects including stress. Wind tur-
bine noise, including low frequency noise, may also contribute to overall annoyance
(Environmental Impacts of Wind-Energy Projects, 2007).

Betz’ law gives the maximal achievable extraction of wind power by a wind turbine
as 59 % of the total kinetic energy of the air flowing through the turbine (Grogg,
2005). The wind turbines produced today offer an efficiency of up to 40 %. However,
in the long run, wind turbines do not reach nominal output power, because of the low
capacity factor (up to 25 % for onshore and 50 % for offshore wind farms (Agency,
2014)).

3.2. Hydroelectricity

Hydroelectricity produces about 3 % of total world energy, which makes it the most
widely used form of renewable energy. In countries like Norway over 90 % of all
energy is produces from hydroelectricity. Not all hydroelectric power stations can
be considered as distributed power sources, because many of them have their power
output greater than 150 MW and thereby they require a respectively large number
of receivers. There are four main types of hydroelectric power stations: conven-
tional, pumped-storage, run-of-the-river and tidal. Unlike solar- or wind-based power
sources, connecting pumped-storage power stations to the grid has a positive impact,
because this method can produce electricity to supply high peak demands. When
there is low electrical demand this type of power stations is used to pump water into
higher water tanks. It helps to improve the capacity factor of other power sources.

Hydroelectricity has also the highest efficiency of all power source types (not only
renewables) which can reach 90 %. What is also important, hydroelectric power
output is independent of external conditions. However, environmental conditions, like
available water resources, determine the possibility of building hydro power stations.
While hydroelectricity produces no greenhouse gases it has a great impact on the local
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environment, because it requires submerging extensive areas upstream of the dams.
The cost of hydroelectricity is relatively low, making it a competitive renewable energy
source.

3.3. Photovoltaic

Earth receives huge amounts of energy from the sun. Solar photovoltaic panels can
capture some of that energy. Solar irradiation depends on: location, time of the day,
season and cloud cover.

Fig. 4. The calculated power output of all German solar panels over a few days in
2010 (Klimstra and Hotakainen, 2012).

Due to dependency on environmental conditions, the capacity factor for photo-
voltaic systems reaches up to 10 – 25 % (varies by latitude). Cloud cover has the
biggest impact on photovoltaic power output. Locally, heavy clouds can reduce its
output by factor of five compared to that for clear sky. What is more important,
this factor in unpredictable in the long run. Another, but more predictable, factor
that impacts photovoltaic power generation is season. The further from the equator
the higher impact on photovoltaic operation seasons have. Moreover, during darker
seasons photovoltaic systems produce almost no electricity. Because of that, a pho-
tovoltaic system cannot operate as a single power source and needs a high amount of
back-up capacity.

While efficiency of solar cells is increasing rapidly (up to 45 % (Lombardo, 2014))
their power concentration is still very low – the biggest Topaz Solar Farm with 550
MW of nominal power requires 25 km2.

3.4. Piston Engines

Unlike other distributed generation power sources, piston engines usually use fossil
fuels as a power source. However, they can run also on different fuel types such as,
biogas or syngas, which are considered to be renewable power sources. In some cases
using piston engines helps to get rid of wastes which can be gasified and then used as
a fuel.

One of the biggest advantages of power plants powered by piston engines is their
total independence of external conditions and location. Because of that, they can work
as islanded power plants with no connection to the grid. What is also important, this
type of power plant has modular structure and can be connected in parallel, which
makes them easily scalable in both financial and power output aspects.
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Unlike steam or gas turbines, piston engines have high efficiency in low power
output ranges. Another major advantage of multiple generating units in parallel is
that the combined output can be varied depending on demand by switching generating
units on and off. Thanks to this, piston engine power plants can have almost constant
efficiency for the whole range of available power outputs. Using a few units instead
of one also increases reliability of the whole system and eases maintenance – if one
engine is down, the other ones can take over. If piston engines are used for producing
both heat and power, their efficiency can rise up to 90 %.

3.5. Geothermal

While photovoltaic systems use energy from the sun, geothermal power plants use
the energy of hot water found below the Earth’s surface. Global geothermal electric
capacity of geothermal sources is about 11 MW which makes it 0.04 % of global
electric capacity. But in some countries like Iceland or Philippines the percentage of
national productions is equal to 30 % and 27 % accordingly (Holm et al., 2010).

Efficiency and power output depend mainly on the temperature of available hot
water resources. Because of the large variety of underground water temperature there
are 3 types of geothermal power plants:

• Dry steam power plants which use resources of steam stored below the Earth’s
surface. Due to high temperature of steam their efficiency is the highest of all
three types. However, steam resources are very rare and dry steam power plants
are not common.

• Flash steam power plant is the most common type. They use water reservoirs
with temperatures greater than 180 ◦C. After reaching the surface, some of the
water boils, then it is separated, and used to power turbines.

• Binary cycle power plants do not use water as a working fluid. Instead, they
usually use organic compounds as working fluids which are heated by the hot
water. This type of geothermal power plant can operate at very low water
temperatures (starting from 57 ◦C (Erkana et al., 2008)) and are often used for
house heating.

Geothermal power plants are rather independent of external conditions. Hot water

Fig. 5. Fuel efficiency of a power plant of 10 generating units of each 20 MW in
parallel versus output compared with that of one 180 MW unit (Klimstra and
Hotakainen, 2012).
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temperature varies with seasons but these changes are very slow and predictable.
Global average capacity factor for geothermal energy was 74.5 % in 2008 but for some
plants it can reach up to 96 % (Lund, 2003).While geothermal power plants do not
require any fuel their capital cost is significant. This is due to high drilling costs and
failure rate which can reach 20 %. In some cases drilling accounts for over half of the
costs.

4. Future: integration of distributed generation with the power

grid

Before the large-scale introduction of renewable electricity sources, power plants did
not really have to run for a prolonged time at very low loads. The growth of renew-
ables, especially photovoltaic and wind farms, forces a series of changes to achieve a
well-balanced power industry market. Unpredictable changes of the power output of
these power sources cause serious system balancing problems. The impact of renew-
ables is actually quite small, but in forthcoming years, as the share of these power
sources will grow, it will become more significant. An additional problem is fact that
now some of the energy consumers became also energy producers.

Fig. 6. Cost of different types of power sources (Dziamski et al., 2011).

In forthcoming years large power plants with steam/gas turbines will have prob-
lems with fulfilling power supplies because of the quick changes of power demand.
For part of these power plants the load will almost disappear during daytime. Conse-
quently, many power plants will have to be temporary shutdown with obvious conse-
quences on restarting time. Frequent turning on and off will also have impact on the
condition of these units. Short-term high peaks and prolonged times of no output at
all require fast reacting, and flexible back-up capacity. Such back-up capacity should
be able to deliver base load, intermediate load and peaking load, all depending upon
the needs.

One of the best ways of handling these problems is including pumped-storage
hydroelectric power stations into the grid. But this type of power plants can be
built only in specific environments. Another way of meeting goals of flexible and
efficient power generation is building a number of high-performance generating units
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in parallel. Each of these units should be able to run independently, so that in case of
failure of a single unit it will not hamper the other units in carrying out their tasks.
One of the biggest advantages of power plants running with multiple piston engines in
parallel is that maintenance can be carried out sequentially – while one unit is serviced
it does not harm on the others. This type of power plant can also increase reliability
and availability by increased use of one unit. Thanks to this, typical time-related
failures will be revealed in that unit before they occur in the other ones.

Another way of increasing efficiency and flexibility of power systems is includ-
ing energy storage systems like hydropower, batteries, flywheels, CAES (Compressed
Air Energy Storage) and other developing technologies into the grid. Conventional
pumped-storage hydropower is the most developed – in a commercial sense – way of
storing energy. It provides flexibility by using the potential energy of water stored at
height behind dams to drive turbines when released. Apart from hydropower, other
technologies are still struggling to reach commercial scale. However, hydropower has
specific geographic requirements (variable relief and water source). Moreover, other
storage systems are still very expensive and because of that direct generation of elec-
tricity or curtailing the output of renewable energy sources is often much cheaper
than direct or indirect storage of electricity. Another promising method of energy
storage is gaseous fuels such as biogas or syngas. However this method has no use
in storing electricity produced by wind farms or photovoltaic systems (Klimstra and
Hotakainen, 2012).

5. Summary

There is no single and simple solution of securing a sustainable electricity supply.
The ideal solution for a sustainable and reliable electricity supply in one country may
be inappropriate in another, depending upon natural resources and typical boundary
conditions, such as local climate. In forthcoming years the power industry will still
be the major electricity producer, but growing renewables and distributed generation
will force adjustment of the whole energy system.
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